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Purpose of today’s session

• To provide tools for programs to use to produce draft curriculum 
maps incorporating Essential Studies 

• This mapping will:
• Help programs better understand the full model.
• Allow programs and faculty to make their questions more concrete, helping 

GEAC to identify sticking points and policies to consider.
• Help assess impact on transfer students (study which will inform GEAC 

policies).
• Help assess impacts on staffing allowing us to prepare for the 2018 incoming 

class.



Check your curriculum map

Freshman Year - Fall
WRI 121 - English Composition
MATH 111 - College Algebra
x  - Humanities elective
x  - Social Science elective

Freshman Year - Winter
WRI 122 - Argumentative Writing
MATH 112 - Trigonometry
EE 121 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits I
x  - Social Science elective

Freshman Year - Spring
SPE 111 - Public Speaking
MATH 251 - Differential Calculus
EE 123 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits II
x  - Humanities elective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are emailing each of you: - this presentation (directions for mapping) - spreadsheet containing: - your curriculum map (to revise and annotate according to these directions) �- questions to answer as your program goes through this processCheck that the curriculum map agrees with your current curriculum.



Color-code your curriculum map
Freshman Year - Fall
WRI 121 - English Composition
MATH 111 - College Algebra
x  - Humanities elective
x  - Social Science elective

Freshman Year - Winter
WRI 122 - Argumentative Writing
MATH 112 - Trigonometry
EE 121 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits I
x  - Social Science elective

Freshman Year - Spring
SPE 111 - Public Speaking
MATH 251 - Differential Calculus
EE 123 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits II
x  - Humanities elective

Color Codes
• GREEN – Programmatic courses
• BLUE – Specifically required 

courses
• YELLOW – General education 

electives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GREEN – Programmatic courses – those in the discipline of the major, taught by your department. Required course and technical electives.	(e.g. EE325 – Electronics III)BLUE – Specifically required courses – courses with prefixes not associated with the major, but required specifically.	(e.g. SPE111 – Public Speaking; PHY221 – General Physics)YELLOW – General education electives	(e.g. “Humanities Elective”)If you’re not sure, code it BLUE.



Step 1: Identify your disciplinary capstone
Senior Year - Fall
EE 331 - Digital System Design with HDL
ENGR 465 - Capstone Project CAPSTONE
x  - Technical elective *
x  - Social Science elective

Senior Year - Winter
EE 430 - Linear Systems and Digital Signal Processing
EE 432 - Advanced Digital System Design with HDL
ENGR 465 - Capstone Project CAPSTONE
x  - Humanities elective

Senior Year - Spring
EE 401 - Communication Systems
ENGR 465 - Capstone Project CAPSTONE
x  - Social Science elective
x  - Elective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A capstone:	- should be an integrative and culminating experience	- is likely multiple courses (e.g. externship sequence, junior/senior project)	- should fall towards the end of students’ programs (senior/junior year),	- asks students to exhibit and apply skills in all learning outcomes in the context of their discipline, with minimal/no scaffolding.Label your capstone courses with “CAPSTONE”Reflect on the learning outcomes in your capstoneWe expect each of the learning outcomes to be exhibited in the capstone. We recognize that: - some outcomes may be easy to see in your current capstone (e.g. a written report), - some outcomes may currently be more implicit or harder to see (e.g. students may take ethical considerations or diverse perspectives into account, but aren’t explicitly asked to reflect on this). �Answer the “Capstone Experience Questions” to tell us about how the outcomes are currently in your capstone.



Step 2: Identify Program-Integrated Courses

Junior Year - Winter
EE 323 - Electronics II
EE 333 - Microcontroller Engineering Program Integrated Communication (Written)
ENGR 267 - Engineering Programming

Junior Year - Spring
EE 325 - Electronics III Program Integrated Communication (Oral), Teamwork
EE 335 - Advanced Microcontroller Engineering Program Integrated Inquiry & Analysis/Quantitative Literacy
x  - Technical elective *

Junior Year - Summer
SPE 321 - Small Group and Team 
Communication
x - Writing Elective
x  - Technical elective *

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each learning outcome, identify a course in which students practice and apply those skills in the context of their discipline. These skills should be exhibited with modest scaffolding (e.g. providing the rubric and reminder of the skills students gained in prior coursework).Program-integrated courses:fall around junior year (ideally),can exhibit multiple outcomes (but no more than 2 outcomes/course). Written and oral communication must both be identified (can be in the same course).ideally come from the discipline (Green List). Programs can use courses outside the discipline, but then these can’t also fulfill the “Essential Practice” requirement.Reflect on the learning outcomes in program-integrated coursesWe realize some outcomes may be expressed to varying extents in your courses.If you don’t have a course that currently captures a particular outcome well, consider: is there a place it might fit? (e.g. for diverse perspectives, a course where students are thinking about client interactions or different user groups?  e.g. for ethical reasoning, a course where students are considering life-cycle sustainability, quality vs. cost, data security, etc.?)Answer “Program-Integrated Courses Questions” questions to tell us about how the outcomes manifest in your program-integrated courses.



Step 3: Identify Program-Integrated 
Foundational Ethics

• Identify a course around the first year of your program in which ethics 
is introduced in the context of your discipline.

• If this isn’t currently done explicitly, identify a course where it might 
be a natural fit.

• If you don’t have such a course, PHIL105 or HUM125 can be used for 
this requirement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify a course around the first year of your program in which ethics 	�      is introduced in the context of your discipline�      (e.g. introduction to your professional code, basic ethics case studies).�If this isn’t currently done explicitly, identify a course where it might be a natural fit.Label that course as “Foundational Ethics,” and answer “Foundational Ethics Reflection Questions”If you don’t have such a course, PHIL105 or HUM125 can be used for this requirement. If you already require one of these, label it “Foundational Ethics”; otherwise, you’ll incorporate this requirement in step 5.



Step 4: Identify Foundation and Essential 
PracticeRequirements that are met

Freshman Year - Fall
WRI 121 - English Composition Communication - Foundation - WRI 121
MATH 111 - College Algebra
x  - Humanities elective
x  - Social Science elective

Freshman Year - Winter
WRI 122 - Argumentative Writing Communication - Foundation - WRI 122
MATH 112 - Trigonometry
EE 121 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits I
x  - Social Science elective

Freshman Year - Spring
SPE 111 - Public Speaking Communication - Foundation - SPE111
MATH 251 - Differential Calculus
EE 123 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits II
x  - Humanities elective

Sophomore Year - Fall
WRI 227 - Technical Report Writing Communication - Essential Practice

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now turn to your “blue” courses, and see which appear on the draft course lists for Essential Studies requirements.If a requirement is met, label it on your curriculum map and on the questions page. (We don’t expect that this step will result in all requirements being met).There may be cases where more than 1 course meets a requirement; just label and enter one. (e.g. CHE221 and PHY221 both meet the “Natural Sciences Inquiry” requirement; if your students take both, label the first one).Reflect on using elective lists�Under the old general education model, many programs required specific humanities or social sciences courses for specific reasons. (e.g. a specific ethics course)Answer “Required Courses Question” and consider whether you might be able to loosen any of these requirements in light of the lists that are now aligned with outcomes. Broadening these requirements (e.g. replacing PHIL331 with “Ethical Reasoning – Essential Practice Elective”) can help with transfer and scheduling flexibility.



Step 5: Insert Remaining Essential Studies 
Requirements

Freshman Year - Fall
WRI 121 - English Composition
MATH 111 - College Algebra
(Open Slot)
(Open Slot)

Freshman Year - Winter
WRI 122 - Argumentative Writing
MATH 112 - Trigonometry
EE 121 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits I
(Open Slot)

Freshman Year - Spring
SPE 111 - Public Speaking
MATH 251 - Differential Calculus
EE 123 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits II
(Open Slot)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relabel any yellow blocks or “general electives” as “open slots”



Freshman Year - Fall
WRI 121 - English Composition
MATH 111 - College Algebra
Diverse Perspectives – Foundation Elective
Humanities Inquiry – Foundation Elective

Freshman Year - Winter
WRI 122 - Argumentative Writing
MATH 112 - Trigonometry
EE 121 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits I
Social Sciences Inquiry – Foundation Elective

Freshman Year - Spring
SPE 111 - Public Speaking
MATH 251 - Differential Calculus
EE 123 - Fundamentals of Electric Circuits II
Ethical Reasoning – Foundation Elective

Insert Unmet Foundation Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take open slots closest to the start of your program, and plug in unmet Essential Studies Foundational requirements.



Insert the Synthesis Experience

Junior Year - Winter
EE 323 - Electronics II
EE 333 - Microcontroller Engineering Program Integrated Communication (Written)
ENGR 267 - Engineering Programming

Junior Year - Spring
EE 325 - Electronics III Program Integrated Communication (Oral), Teamwork
EE 335 - Advanced Microcontroller Engineering Program Integrated Inquiry & Analysis/Quantitative Literacy
x  - Technical elective *

Junior Year - Summer
SPE 321 - Small Group and Team 
Communication Teamwork - Foundation
Essential Studies Synthesis Experience (ESSE)
x  - Technical elective *

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take an open slot (yellow) around your junior year, and insert the ESSE (Essential Studies Synthesis Experience) Note: The Synthesis Experience is not prescribed by major; it’s student choice, and therefore acts like an “elective” in the curriculum map.



Junior Year - Summer
SPE 321 - Small Group and Team Communication Teamwork - Foundation
Essential Studies Synthesis Experience
x  - Technical elective *

Senior Year - Fall
EE 331 - Digital System Design with HDL
ENGR 465 - Capstone Project CAPSTONE
x  - Technical elective *
Essential Practice

Senior Year - Winter
EE 430 - Linear Systems and Digital Signal Processing
EE 432 - Advanced Digital System Design with HDL
ENGR 465 - Capstone Project CAPSTONE
Essential Practice

Senior Year - Spring
EE 401 - Communication Systems Program-Integrated Ethical Reasoning, PI Diverse Perspectives

   

Insert Unmet Essential Practice (15 credits)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essential Practice: 15 hours of Essential Practice is required. “Double-dipping” is allowed once (except for with Ethics).To determine the number of Essential Practice Slots you need: - Count remaining unfilled Essential Practice Requirements.  - Subtract 1 to allow for double-dipping; 			�       this is how many Essential Practice “slots” you need.Label this many open blocks as “Essential Practice.”Any remaining open blocks are “General Elective” slots.



We Want Your Input

• Are there courses you were expecting on lists (which we might 
explore adding)?

• Are there opportunities for “re-arranging” Essential Studies 
requirements in your map to form progressions that better support 
your program-integrated and capstone work?

• Are there opportunities for efficiencies that you see might be 
possible?

• Do you have other concerns, thoughts, or input on the model or 
mapping process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflect Globally on Your CurriculumAnswer “Global Reflection Questions” on the entire process, including: - Are there courses you were expecting on lists (which we might explore adding)? - Are there opportunities for “re-arranging” Essential Studies requirements in your map to form progressions that better support your program-integrated and capstone work? - Are there opportunities for efficiencies that you see might be possible? - Do you have other concerns, thoughts, or input on the model or mapping process?



Submit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Submit Draft Map and ReflectionSubmit your spreadsheet document, including your completed draft curriculum map and completed responses to reflections to nellie.stewart@oit.edu by December 9.Contact us if you would like someone from GEAC at your program meeting to help answer questions as you do any portion of this mapping work.Thank you for your time!
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